
Ah, Opening Day. A day that reminds you that spring 
in Chicago....is still six weeks away. But it still feels 
good. Even though this promises to be a pretty long 
season on the Northside. 

But that’s the thing about baseball, it’s reassuring 
when it returns. Because you know that it’s going just 
be there for a nice, long while. It might not be pleasant 
-- this season probably will be anything but -- but you 
know it’ll be there whenever you need it. Maybe that’s 
not until a June night for you. Maybe that’s every day.  
Baseball and the Cubs will be there for the next six 

months starting today, whether you need it or not (prob-
ably the latter).

We’ve already heard from lots asking what in the 
world we were thinking attempting to write about the 
Cubs this season. But you don’t have to be good to 
provide conversation and fun. In fact, it’s probably 
easier when things are bad. If it is, boy will we have a lot 
of ammo this season.

We’re being a bit harsh. The Cubs won’t be as bas 
as they were last year. They won’t lose 101 games (we 
hope?). That’s mostly because they will actually roll 

out a major league pitcher every day, instead of some 
punter they dug up out of the Alabama soil or shook out 
of a tree or found in the trunk. That alone should keep 
the Cubs in a lot more games than they were in last 
year. 

But no one’s tuning in because the Cubs won’t lose 
by 10 as often. Boy this is some low-hanging fruit, huh?

Everyone wants to believe the Cubs are closer 
than they appear, as if baseball was a rearview mirror 
something. We’ll over-analyze all of Anthony Rizzo’s 
at-bats. We’ll take Starlin Castro walking twice in a 
week as a sign that he’s finally getting the whole “new 
philosophy” thing. Every ball Wellington Castillo bombs 
onto Waveland we’ll take as a sign that he is going to 
be the lovechild of Johnny Bench and Ivan Rodriguez 
-- while trying our best to ignore all the pitches he whiffs 
by a large enough distance that you wouldn’t go for on 
4th down. 

During this season, you’ll hear a lot about Rizzo, 
Castro, and the minor league exploits of Javy Baez and 
Jorge Soler and Alberto Almora and a few others.

Here’s the problem. None of the prospects that get 
Cubs fans warm in places where it can be uncomfort-
able to be warm when in public are pitchers. Any 
pitching prospect the Cubs might have is wallowing is 
some backwater in which you wouldn’t pull over for gas. 
You know what you get when you raise a bunch of posti-
tion prospects to the majors but no pitching ones? The 
Kansas City Royals. 

Away from where we can see, the main objective of 
Theo Epstein and Jed Hoyer will be to actually stock the 
system with pitchers. It’ll start with the #2 pick in June’s 
draft, this we know. It’ll continue with whatever is netted 
from various trades of whoever can be in July. It won’t 
be pretty, it’ll remind you of just how long it might be, but 
it really is the only way. 
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Well, whatever it’s going to be, here it is. Thank 
you for starting on the ground floor on this grand 
experiment. I can’t promise you anything aside from a 
whole lot of fun.

I should state why I decided to start this. It wasn’t 
just a capitalistic urge to find a way to make more 
money, or to keep from going completely bonkers with 
boredom during the summer. Well, it wasn’t all that, 
let’s say. 

Since the day I started The Committed Indian, I 
have fantasized about starting a Cubs version of it. 
Because the Cubs have always 
been and will always be my first 
passion. I know that sounds crazy, 
and it probably explains how I got 
this way and why I’ll never truly be 
happy. But we all choose our own 
path, and we can’t run from who 
we are. 

But I feel the only thing I 
have left to accomplish in life is 
witnessing a Cubs World Series 
win. I have no interest in children 
or marriage. I have achieved a 
level of success on my own in my 
chosen field. I don’t know what’s 
left. Well, maybe seeing Barcelona at sunset. That’s 
probably pretty cool. 

I feel I should issue a warning/plea. As we go 
along with this through the baseball season, this is 
going to be very fluid. We’ll try some stuff, and then 
you’ll never see it again. Some of it might stick. But I 
want your suggestions and feedback on what you like 
and what you don’t. I want to build this together with 
you. If there’s a stat you think we should be including, 
tell me. If you hate a certain section (probably written 
by Forklift), tell me to get rid of it. 

The difference with doing this for baseball is that 
we are not starved for good baseball coverage in this 
town (aside from Phil Rogers). So it’s a little trickier 
figuring out what should go in this and what we should 
write about. Help me figure it out, and I’m sure we can 
create a pretty lively and enteratining digital rag here.

Also, as we go along, if you feel that in the future 
this should take on the same model as The Indian 
-- i.e be produced for every home series instead of 
weekly -- let me know. I decided to go this way for this 
season because it was really the only way to do it this 
time. If you like it as a weekly, that’s cool too. I think 
both have their advantages. 

But most of all, if you like what you see here, 
please tell your friends. The one downside of doing 
this only digitally is its much harder to reach a broader 
audience than if I were standing on Clark St. peddling 
it and getting urinated on by recent Michigan State 
grads (sorry Bartl). So I’m asking for a small favor in 
helping to compensate for that. 

I can’t tell you how excited I am to start this. I’ve 
already had a blast working on this issue, and I don’t 
even know what I’m doing yet. I hope you have as 
much fun reading it. I think you will. 

-I suppose I should try and illustrate where I come 
from when it comes to baseball. I’ll have just as low of 
a tolerance for meatball-ism here. I’m an unabashed 
Epstein-Hoyer supporter, and not because I come 

from a Jewish family. For years I becamed exasper-
ated as the baseball world seemed to pass the Cubs 
by, and I watched Jim Hendry draft or sign another 
hitter with whack-a-mole tendencies or people fall in 
love with “scrappy” players. I looked longingly at my 
friends who were Red Sox fans or A’s fans or other 
organizations that embraced a newer approach to 
team-building. 

The fact that the Cubs finally caught up last 
season fills me with relief. But I don’t think it gurantees 
anything. After all, the Cubs are merely catching up 

instead of setting the curve. Base-
ball’s funny. You can do everything 
right in constructing your team, 
and it can all go tits up when....
oh I don’t know, Ryan Dempster 
walks seven in a playoff game (you 
should get used to this. I hate Ryan 
Dempster). Epstoyer could create 
a juggernaut one day, and it might 
come up short.

But to finally have someone 
with patience and vision....well, 
it’s not something we’re used to 
around here, is it? There were 
too many quick fixes, too many 

panicked signings, too many short-sighted trades. 
It didn’t work, obviously. At least in my lifetime, no 
Cubs regime has decided to start all over and go from 
scratch. We’ve tried everything else, so it was time.

And I have to say, aside from a few oxygen-
deprived, the understanding of Cubs fans has been 
surprising and welcome. It was no fun last year, and 
it probably won’t be a whole lot more fun this year. 
When you’re entrenched in it, and it’s July and the 
Cubs are getting their head handed to them once 
again by Bronson Fucking Arroyo for no discernible 
reason, it might feel like it’ll never end. Your patience 
might run thin. But overall, we get it. 

Another way baseball is weird is that for such a 
long time, the pieces that bring hope are out of sight. 
You’ll hear about Jorge Soler and Javier Baez and a 
couple others via reports and blogs and tweets. But 
you won’t see them, unless you’re making the drive 
out to Kane County. Because you don’t see them, 
these prospects kind of take on a mythical quality. 
They become larger than they are. And you get impa-
tient waiting for the Spartan God you’ve now started 
envisioning. 

That’ll be enhanced this season, because the 
Cubs likely won’t have new pieces that will be with the 
big club that could be answers one day. Or at least 
they won’t have more than a few. Brett Jackson may 
or may not turn into one. Wellington Castillo? Could 
be another, if you squint. There’s still Castro and 
Rizzo. But hey, remember when they were touting 
Tyler Colvin on the marquee and ad campaigns?

That gets frustrating for people. It’s exciting when 
a team is bad but filled with kids who you can watch 
get better. You can see it. The Cubs aren’t even to 
that point yet. There’ll be little that’s exciting. There’ll 
be lots that will be bad. 

Maybe we can help. Maybe we can point out what 
might not be easily seen at first. Or maybe we can at 
least entertain. Or maybe we can just provide some-
where you can comiserate. Whatever it takes, right?

From the Editor

Sam Fels
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National League

American League

Top 10 Reasons It’s Good The Cubs Are Back
10. Len Kasper is getting way too tense about the Hawks.
9. We might not have to hear about Wrigleyville residents complaining about renovations for five minutes.
8. Samardzija’s hair makes us feel adult.
7. Matt Garza makes us feel sane.
6. It can’t be any worse than last year, right?
5. They will write songs about Pat Hughes’s voice one day.
4. Paul Sullivan is already miserable and complaining about his job.
3. Sox fans have no center without the Cubs.
2. We gotta do something during the day.
1. Good to know we’ll have something to do after the Hawks’ parade. 

TOP 10 LIST

EAST W L W-L% GB R RA Rdiff SOS SRS pythWL Luck
WSN 98 64 0.605 --- 4.5 3.7 0.8 -0.2 0.7 96-66 2

ATL 94 68 0.580 4 4.3 3.7 0.6 -0.1 0.5 92-70 2

PHI 81 81 0.500 17 4.2 4.2 0 -0.1 -0.1 81-81 0

NYM 74 88 0.457 24 4 4.4 -0.4 0 -0.4 75-87 -1

MIA 69 93 0.426 29 3.8 4.5 -0.7 0 -0.7 68-94 1

WEST W L W-L% GB R RA Rdiff SOS SRS pythWL Luck
SFG 94 68 0.580 --- 4.4 4 0.4 -0.2 0.2 88-74 6

LAD 86 76 0.531 8 3.9 3.7 0.2 -0.1 0.1 86-76 0

ARI 81 81 0.500 13 4.5 4.2 0.3 -0.2 0.1 86-76 -5

SDP 76 86 0.469 18 4 4.4 -0.4 -0.1 -0.5 75-87 1

COL 64 98 0.395 30 4.7 5.5 -0.8 -0.1 -0.9 69-93 -5

CENTRAL W L W-L% GB R RA Rdiff SOS SRS pythWL Luck
CIN 97 65 0.599 --- 4.1 3.6 0.5 -0.3 0.2 91-71 6

STL 88 74 0.543 9 4.7 4 0.7 -0.3 0.4 93-69 -5

MIL 83 79 0.512 14 4.8 4.5 0.3 -0.3 0 85-77 -2

PIT 79 83 0.488 18 4 4.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.4 78-84 1

CUBS 61 101 0.377 36 3.8 4.7 -0.9 -0.1 -1 65-97 -4
HOU 55 107 0.340 42 3.6 4.9 -1.3 -0.1 -1.4 59-103 -4

EAST W L W-L% GB R RA Rdiff SOS SRS pythWL Luck
NYY 95 67 0.586 --- 5 4.1 0.8 0.2 1.1 95-67 0

BAL 93 69 0.574 2 4.4 4.4 0 0.3 0.3 82-80 11

TBR 90 72 0.556 5 4.3 3.6 0.7 0.2 0.9 95-67 -5

TOR 73 89 0.451 22 4.4 4.8 -0.4 0.3 -0.1 74-88 -1

BOS 69 93 0.426 26 4.5 5 -0.4 0.3 -0.2 74-88 -5

2012 MLB STANDINGS

CENTRAL W L W-L% GB R RA Rdiff SOS SRS pythWL Luck
DET 88 74 0.543 --- 4.5 4.1 0.3 0 0.4 87-75 1

CHW 85 77 0.525 3 4.6 4.2 0.4 0 0.4 88-74 -3

KCR 72 90 0.444 16 4.2 4.6 -0.4 0.1 -0.3 74-88 -2

CLE 68 94 0.420 20 4.1 5.2 -1.1 0.2 -0.9 64-98 4

MIN 66 96 0.407 22 4.3 5.1 -0.8 0.1 -0.7 68-94 -2

WEST W L W-L% GB R RA Rdiff SOS SRS pythWL Luck
OAK 94 68 0.580 --- 4.4 3.8 0.6 0.2 0.8 92-70 2

TEX 93 69 0.574 1 5 4.4 0.6 0.1 0.8 91-71 2

LAA 89 73 0.549 5 4.7 4.3 0.4 0.2 0.7 88-74 1

SEA 75 87 0.463 19 3.8 4 -0.2 0.3 0.1 77-85 -2



Chicago Cubs Player Previews
Starting Pitchers

Scott Baker
2011: 23 APP (21 starts) 134.2 IP – 12W-9L – 3.14 ERA – 8.2 

K/9 – 2.14 BB/9 – 1.00 HR/9  - 0.77 GB/FB – 1.17 WHIP -  3.45 FIP 
– .297 BABIP -  129 ERA+ - 2.8 WAR 

Yes, he exists. Though you might not be able to prove it this year. The latest 
flier off of Tommy John surgery, Baker was an interesting signing. You always think 
of Twins starters as Brad Ratke clones – a bunch of soft-tossing location guys that 
caused all the White Sox to whiff and Hawk Harrelson to wet himself – but Baker 
was the only K-artist they had. The home run rate is deflated because he pitched 
at Target Field which needs some sort of Israeili missile defense system to get a 
ball out of. Sadly, Baker’s decent velocity and control probably won’t be in evidence 
when and if he can actually get off the mat and onto a mound after missing a year 
and a half. If he can actually get into the rotation by June, he might be turning 
heads by August. Will that be too late? Would the Cubs be able to pull off a waiver 
deal with him? He was signed with the idea of flipping. Now it might be worth seeing 
if he can earn a spot on the 2014 rotation. 

Scott Feldman
2012: 29 APP (23 starts) 123.2 IP – 6-11 – 5.09 ERA – 6.9 K/9 

– 2.33 BB/9 – 1.02 HR/9  - 1.33 GB/FB – 1.38 WHIP -  3.81 FIP – 
.318 BABIP -  116 ERA+ - 2.3 WAR 

Hmm, a bearded guy wearing #46 pitching for the Cubs. We’re already shaking. 
While “Feldman” is fun to say while talking like Professor Frink, we’re not sure he’s 
going to be that much fun to watch pitch. 
We don’t think about putting much into 
spring training numbers, especially for a 
pitch-to-contact guy like Feldman. But an 
ERA over 10 in Arizona is hard to ignore. 
We always get nervous when a flyball 
pitcher comes to Wrigley, especially when 
the outfield defense could be....off-kilter, 
let’s say. However, the encouraging thing is 
that Feldman’s K-rate his improved every 
season in the majors, which is a great way 
to mitigate how many fly balls he’s going 
to surrender. His Fielding Indpendent 
ERA was also the lowest of his career, 
so you could argue he was let down by his defense at times last year.  Thanks to 
Matt Garza’s inability to keep the duct tape that holds him together dry, Feldman will 
get to start the year in the rotation. Hopefully that sinker works a little better here 
than it did in Arizona. But don’t expect too many miracles.

Matt Garza
2012: 18 APP (18 starts) 103.2 IP – 5-7 – 3.91 ERA – 8.33 K/9 – 

2.78 BB/9 – 1.3 HR/9  - 1.33 GB/FB – 1.18 WHIP -  4.17 FIP – .271 
BABIP -  101 ERA+ - 1.2 WAR 

You wonder if a picture of Garza doesn’t adorn the center of a dartboard in 
Epstein’s or Hoyer’s office at this point. He got hurt at the trade deadline last year, 
forcing him to stay when he had more value. Then he got hurt in spring training 
when he still would have some value. Now, the best hope is that he’ll have some 
deadline/rental value, which is obviously lower than the other two windows in which 
you know the brass was aching to peddle him. Whenever Garza does get put back 
together again, he’ll improve off of last year simply because it’s going to be hard 
to have as large of a percentage of fly balls landing in someone’s beer.  It was at 
16.3% in 2012, and Garza had never had one over 10% before. That should see his 

numbers improve all by itself. Get that, along with the high number of strikeouts and 
good control, and Garza should be able to turn what little amount of starts he’ll have 
before he becomes a trade chip that should net something. Especially if he can 
keep his WHIP anywhere near that unconscious 1.18 of last year...without watching 
his arm turn to skittles, that is. 

Edwin Jackson
2012: 31 APP (31 starts) 189.2 IP – 10-11 – 4.03 ERA – 7.9 K/9 

– 2.75 BB/9 – 1.09 HR/9  - 1.32 GB/FB – 1.22 WHIP -  3.85 FIP – 
2.78 BABIP -  98 ERA+ - 2.7 WAR 

What a world when the very definition of a #3 starter can get $12+ mildo per 
year. Jackson is fine, though the thing you hear most about him is that he “takes the 
ball,” not that he does anything special with it. What will infuriate you about Jackson 
is that he tends to come up with Javy Vasquez disease – he kind of wants to throw 
every pitch he has in every at-bat, instead of just pounding strikes with his still pretty 
effective fastball and working off of that. His velocity did drop a full 1 MPH last year, 
which might be a result of “always taking the ball.” He only throws his fastball a little 
over 50% of the time, which compared to Garza’s close to 60% and you begin to 
see the problem. He’ll walk just a few more batters than will make you comfortable, 
but he’ll strike a few out as well. And seeing as how he got that contract based on a 
rep of being durable, you can look for him to have at least two DL trips this season.

Jeff Samardzija
2012: 28 APP (28 starts) 174.2 IP – 9W-13L – 3.81 ERA – 9.27 

K/9 – 2.89 BB/9 – 1.03 HR/9  - 1.35 GB/FB – 1.21 WHIP -  3.55  
FIP – 2.96 BABIP -  116 ERA+ - 3.3 WAR 

There seems to be this rush to mark Shark 
down as an automatic in the Cubs rotation for 
the next five years, and as a stud. Let’s pull this 
rig over to the soft shoulder to just check the 
oil for a second. While Samardzija did have a 
great year, it’s still singular and not plural. While 
his K-rate was the highest it ever was last year, 
that’s going to be hard to maintain. Especially 
when you think that you probably should be 
coming out of the pen with more explosive 
stuff, and his K-rate as a reliever should have 
been higher.. Shark can calm that down with getting more ground balls, which you 
would think his splitter would generate – but so far hasn’t. Still, when looking at his 
stuff – the league-high velocity especially and that biting splitter-- makes you think 
he shouldn’t fall too far off of those numbers, if at all. Developing a solid off-speed 
pitch to counter that fastball would go a long way. Shark doesn’t have a curve or a 
changeup, and relies on that splitter to act as that. Oh, and pitchers who throw a lot 
of splitters tend to have some elbow problems. So watch for that. 

Carlos Villanueva
2012: 38 APP (16 starts) 125.0 IP – 7W-7L 

– 4.16 ERA – 8.7 K/9 – 3.3 BB/9 – 1.6 HR/9  - 
0.83 GB/FB – 1.27 WHIP -  4.71 FIP – .275 
BABIP -  102 ERA+ - 0.5 WAR 

Doesn’t anyone on this staff want to give up fucking 
ground balls? Villanueva would be the very definition of “a 
guy.” Any time you hear about how valuable it is to have a 

swing guy, it’s because that guy isn’t good enough to be 

Feldman!

Sadly, not this Villanueva.



Chicago Cubs Player Previews
Starting/Relief Pitchers

a full-time starter or a set-up man. But you do need guys who can spot-start instead 
of calling up overmatched kids from Iowa and Tennessee (and all the kids there 
for the Cubs this year would be seriously overmatched). So Villanueva will save 
the Cubs from that fate. He’ll probably get to stay in the rotation even after Garza 
comes back after Travis Wood is responsible for more property damage on Wave-
land after his second start or so. But if Scott Baker comes up for air in June, you 
can look for Villanueva to be the swing guy again. He’ll try and get guys jammed 
and confused with a cutter, and a change-up that isn’t all that effective. Not going to 
wow anyone, but he’ll do a job more often than not. And it’s better than watching a 
minor leaguer watch his dreams die in a vapor trail toward the bleachers. 

Travis Wood
2012: 26 APP (26 starts) 156.0 IP – 6W-13L – 4.27 ERA – 6.8 

K/9 – 3.1 BB/9 – 1.4 HR/9  - 0.78 GB/FB – 1.20 WHIP -  4.84 FIP – 
.244 BABIP -  92 ERA+ - 0.7 WAR 

You want to believe in Travis Wood, and he’s stil 
only 26, probably because you’d like to think they 
got something for dealing a useful reliever in Sean 
Marshall. But here’s the thing, or things: Wood doesn’t 
strike a lot of guys out, he walks a lot of guys, he 
doesn’t generate a lot of ground balls to erase them 
off the paths, and he gives up a fair share of homers. 
Oh, and he did all that with a silly low batting average 
of balls put in play, which was .244. When that gets 
back to near .300 as it always does, these numbers 
could get very ugly. You may want to duck if you’re sit-
ting in left field when Wood is on the mound this year. 

Wood is going to have develop his cutter more than he 
has, because he’s not beating anyone with a fastball 

that doesn’t break 90 and he can’t locate all that well. Lucky for Wood, Feldman’s 
Arizona descent into madness will probably make him first out of the rotation when 
Garza is healthy, and Scott Baker probably won’t be seen until late June if at all. 
That alone will keep him in the rotation, though it probably won’t keep him from 
looking behind him a lot to see all his fielders looking behind them.

Relief Pitchers
Michael Bowden
2012: 32 APP  39.2 IP – 0W-0L – 2.95 ERA – 7.2 K/9 – 3.8 BB/9 

– 1.1 HR/9  - 0.86 GB/FB – 1.24 WHIP -  4.48 FIP – .245 BABIP 
-  134 ERA+ - 0.0 WAR 

For the entirety of this section, you may want to hide behind the couch. Because 
the Cubs pen has a chance to be something beyond fun-bad, and delve into per-
formance art. We’ll start with Bowden, who cobbled together a pretty decent year 
even though he has no discernable stuff. Relievers like this always pop up and have 
a good year for reasons you can’t understand, and just about the time you come to 
count on them they’re being bludgeoned and you almost want to see them shot on 
the mound just to put them out of their misery. Bowden is an excellent candidate for 
that this year. Yeah, he’s got that funky sort of delivery where you’re not sure if he’s 
delivering a pitch or going into a full-body dry heave, but a lot of his success was 
built on batted balls getting caught. That’s going to go down this year, and because 
he doesn’t strike out a lot of people he’s certainly going to give up a lot of hits. And 
that’s not good. And he walks too many people. Could get ugly.

Shawn Camp
2012: 80APP  77.2 IP – 3W-6L – 3.59 ERA – 6.2 K/9 – 2.4 BB/9 

– 0.81 HR/9  - 1.42 GB/FB – 1.29 WHIP -  3.69 FIP – .294 BABIP 
-  109 ERA+ - 0.5 WAR 

Here’s another guy who came out of nowhere – a waiver pick up right at the 
end of spring training – that Dale Sveum humped and humped and somehow it 
all worked. But slider-heavy relievers tend to have a steep downturn, and you can 
probably count on that from Camp, assuming his arm isn’t now eight feet long 
thanks to the 80 appearances last year. There’s some hope, as his ground ball ratio 
was actually low for his career, so he might be able to cancel out some regres-
sion by keeping things on the grass. Then again, this guy was pretty effective for 
a couple years in Toronto, and if Sveum can keep his appearances lower than last 
year, he could do so again. But once that slider flattens out, it’s going to be curtains. 
And he’s 37.

Kyuji Fujikawa
Oh great, another chance for the creatures in the 

bleachers to show their cultural sensitivity that was on 
display during the Kosuke Fukodome era. Wondeful. We 
won’t claim to know that much about Fujikawa, other than 
he struck out a boatload of hitters in the Japanese league. 
His K/9 over there was always over 11, which is kind of 
stunning. But it’s a different game over there, and what 
tends to happen to Japanese pitchers coming to the Majors 
is they get spooked by the much more amped power game, 
and start nibbling. Their walks go up, which causes them 
to get even more picky. Fujikawa is reported to be one of 
those freaks who has like nine pitches, but having a huge 
repetoire and being afraid of contact can lead to a mess.
But if things work out, it’ll soften the blow of any upcoming Carlos Marmol trade. If it 
doesn’t, well, the racist headbands that the yuppies in right field will be wearing will 
probably look even more stupid.

Carlos Marmol
2012:  61 APP  55.1 IP – 3W-3L -24SV – 3.42 ERA – 11.7 K/9 – 

7.3 BB/9 – 0.65 HR/9  - 1.01 GB/FB – 1.54 WHIP -  3.98 FIP – .290 
BABIP -  115 ERA+ - 0.2 WAR 

You have to laugh at Marmol’s walk rate, if only to keep from crying. However, 
once Chris Bosio finally got through to Marmol to up his fastball count, things got 
much prettier. He threw the highest amount of fastballs in his career from about late 
May on, and his ERA over the last four months of the season was 2.76. His WHIP 
and BB/9 also dropped significantly. Which is good, because as we said with Camp, 
relievers who rely exclusively on a slider tend to fall of a cliff. His velocity jumped 
up to 95 MPH on average, which was an improvement of over four MPH from the 
year before. He only has to keep that going for about three months before some 
panicky GM watches his closer blow out an elbow trying to crush a Bud can against 
his forehead and thinks he needs a closer. Marmol almost certainly won’t finish the 
year at Wrigley, and though he’s been effective, we won’t really miss the heartburn 
he induced. 

James Russell
2012: 77 APP  69.1 IP – 7W-1L – 3.25 ERA – 7.1 K/9 – 2.9 BB/9 

– 0.65 HR/9  - 0.91 GB/FB – 1.30 WHIP -  3.48 FIP – .298 BABIP 

Look at me, I’m a starting 
pitcher!

Sorry, we couldn’t resist.
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-  121 ERA+ - 0.8 WAR 
Proving once again that if you’re left-handed, can maintain your intake of oxy-

gen, and find the plate at a decent rate, you can keep a major league job. We don’t 
really know how Russell gets anyone out, other than just sheer balls. He’s another 
slider-heavy reliever, but that works for longer from the left side. His walks were 
actually the highest of his career last year, and that should go down a little, But he’s 
not a LOOGY, because he actually gets righty hitters out more than he does lefties. 
Sometimes, baseball doesn’t make sense. Expect Russell to keep coming in in the 
7th, and though you’ll be ducking for cover, he’ll get guys out more often than you’re 
prepared for.

Catchers
Welington Castillo
2012: 52 G  190PA – 5HR-22RBI- - .265/.337/.418/.754 – 0 SB – 

17 BB – 51 K – .345 BABIP  - 20% Line Drave Rate - .327 wOBA 
– 106 OPS+ -  1.1 WAR  

Wasn’t so long ago that the Cubs did the young catcher thing with Geovany 
Soto. That looked promising there for a 
minute, before he became Jason Kendall 
without the speed or batting average and 
a hell of a lot more carbs. So in steps 
Welington Castillo. There’s only one thing 
we can be sure of with Beef, and that’s 
he’s going to crush lefties. He hit nearly 
.500 and slugged over .600  against them 
last year. But seeing as how he’s going 
to be the starting catcher, he’s going to 
have to do some things against righties 
too. And that’s where the questions start. 
Beef makes hard contact when he can 
actually find the ball. But he doesn’t find it that much. You can expect a carnival of 
K’s early in the year as pitchers take advantage of his swing-at-everything ways. 
Also, he’ll be slightly distracted by concentrating on his defense, which everyone 
who saw him in Mesa says has taken a huge leap. He might actually throw out a 
runner or two, something we haven’t seen much of around here. At some point, it 
feels like Castillo will hit for a lot of power for a catcher. But he’s going to have to 
get a hell of a lot more selective at the plate, or he could find himself in a platoon. 

Dioner Navarro
2012: 24 G  73PA – 2HR-12RBI- - 

.290/.306/.449/.755 – 0 SB – 2 BB – 12 K – .321 
BABIP  - 31% Line Drave Rate - .317 wOBA 
–   0.3 WAR 

Well, someone has to back up Castillo. And you can’t 
get much more run of the mill than Navarro here. If you were 
thinking, “Man, the Cubs need a roly-poly backup catcher 
who will catch the ball, runs about as fast as a sloth covered 
in molasses, and will frankly hit nothing,” here’s your guy. He 

won’t be Koyie Hill bad, but he won’t be Henry Blanco either. 

Steve Clevenger
2012: 69 G  215PA – 1HR-10RBI- - .201/.260/.276/.536 – 0 

SB – 16 BB – 39 K -- .245 BABIP  - 24.8% Line Drave Rate - .242 
wOBA  -  -0.8 WAR  

Um....yeah, don’t look too closely at these numbers. Otherwise you better have 
vision insurance. And it’s hard to believe this included an April where he .500. Then 
he pulled a rib muscle, which sounds awful, and then he had Koyie Hill laughing 
at him for the rest of the season (sorry Koyie, but you really set a bottom-standard 
here. No matter how many fingers you have or don’t). We’re listing Clevenger at 
catcher, but they’re going to move him all around to find him at-bats, or at least 
pinch-hitting opportunities. The thing is, Clevenger has hit at every level in the Cubs 
system. If you want to make the argument that he never got over the injury, espe-
cially with rare chances to play, we suppose you can make that. And because the 
3rd base situation is a dark abyss of misery, if Clevenger can hit at all and not get 
himself or anyone else killed at 3rd, he could actually see some regular time there. 
God, it’s so sad that we just said that.

Infield
Anthony Rizzo
2012: 87 G  368PA – 15 HR – 48 RBI - .285/.342/.463/.805 – 3 

SB – 27 BB – 62 K -- 310 BABIP  - 24.4% Line Drave Rate - .349 
wOBA – 6.7 UZR  - 1.8 WAR  

Ah, that’s what we need after reading Clevenger’s stats. How cleansing. There 
is a heavy temptation to immediately put Rizzo down as a lock and someone who 
is definitely part of the solution. He’s close, but we’re still only talking about less 
than 400 PA here. Are there a couple holes in his swing? There was a stretch there 
where Rizzo was getting beat with fastballs around his hands, which is usually a 
problem for left-handed hitters. He also could get caught chasing sliders in the dirt 
from lefties, as right handers couldn’t tempt him. This was mostly in August when 
he only hit .252. with only two homers. He rebounded in September to crush skulls 
to the tune of a .833 OPS. But this is nitpicking. If anything, Rizzo’s rates should 
improve as his line-drive rate is really only a little above league average. He’s very 
good in the field already. Sure, he can improve against lefties to make himself 
an everyday weapon. At the end of the day, we’ll stop what we’re doing to watch 
Rizzo at-bats. That’s the biggest compliment we can pay. And a few more walk-offs 
against the fucking Cardinals would be welcome, too. 

Darwin Barney
2012: 156 G – 588 PA – 7 HR – 44 RBI - .254/.299/.354/.653  – 6 

SB – 33 BB – 58 K -- .273 BABIP  - 22.2% Line Drave Rate - .287 
wOBA – 15.0 UZR  -  2.4 WAR  

Oh....uh, BARNEY! Barney’s a fan favorite, because the defense is so good. It’s 
hard to ignore when he plays a position up the middle. And while we used to look 
at Barney as something that needed to be upgraded when the Cubs were serious 
about being good again, we no longer do. As long as he hits 8th for most of this 
season and all the time in seasons after that. While Barney was a little unlucky last 
year with his BABIP dipping well below his career and normal averages, Barney 
continues to try and make up for his OBP problems by trying to hit for more doubles 
instead of walking more. Still, his walk rate jumped a bit from 2011 to 2012, and his 
K-rate dropped. It’s only two years, so you can’t say that’s a trend. But Barney is 
a pretty smart player, and if those continue on their paths and he gets a few more 
balls to land on grass instead of leather, his hitting won’t be as objectionable as his 
fielding is superb. 

Starlin Castro
2012: 162 G – 691 PA – 14 HR – 78 RBI - .283/.323/.430/.763  

– 25 SB – 36 BB – 100 K -- .315 BABIP  - 20.5% Line Drave Rate - 

Shake hands with beef! 
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.323 wOBA – 2.0 UZR  -  3.2 WAR  
What a sabermatrician’s nightmare Castro is. And yet you look at the raw 

talent, and it probably gets even worse for them. The only thing that didn’t take a 
slight backwards step for Castro last year was his power and his defense. Yes, his 
defense. While there is still the perception of Castro that he’s kind of a Seuss-ical in 
the field, it’s not true. His UZR improved nine points last year. His arm can be erratic 
of course, but some of that is canceled out by having Rizzo snaring some throws for 
him, which he didn’t have in 2010 when whatever member of the clown college was 
over there. He jumped to 14 home runs as well, but how much do you really think 
that can go up? 20 seems like the absolute max that Castro could produce. Castro’s 
BABIP was low for him as well, because he puts so many balls in play, but was still 
around the normal average. If that climbs up so will his average. There’s also the 
debate about where Castro should hit. He’ll probably start in the #2 spot, but will he 
stay there? If he doesn’t, where does he go? 6th? Some of that depends on where 
Brett Jackson ends up, if he makes it to Chicago at all. Starlin also needs to guard 
against getting pull-happy, which he tends to do when things are going well. Then 
they don’t go well. The way he can drive balls into the right-field gap, that’s where 
he needs to stay. At the end of the day, players who get to the majors and stick at 
the age of 20 tend to turn out pretty special. The Cubs would be wise to wait for that 
day. It might be coming very soon. 

Luis Valbuena
2012: 90 G – 303 PA – 4 HR – 28 RBI - .219/.310/.340/.650  – 0 

SB – 36 BB – 55 K -- .260 BABIP  - 21.2% Line Drave Rate - .290 
wOBA – 0.0 UZR  - 1.4 WAR  

Man, we were on such a roll there after Clevenger, and now we’re back to 
numbers that make eyes bleed. Ok, Valbuena.....um, he walks at a decent rate? 
Valbuena Forrest Gump’ed his way into the starting job because Ian Stewart’s legs 
have gremlins and leprechauns and gremchauns wreaking havoc at all his muscles 
and ligaments. He can catch the ball, kind of. His range over at 3rd isn’t going to 
make you think of Scott Rolen. At the plate? Woof. We suppose you could look at 
that BABIP and say he was a little unlucky, and combined with a decent eye at the 
plate he could raise his OBP to something un-barf-tastic. But that’s a reach. Hurry, 
Junior Lake. 

Ian Stewart
2012: 55 G – 202 PA – 5 HR – 17 RBI - .201/.292/.335/.627  – 0 

SB – 21 BB – 46 K -- .242 BABIP  - 16.0% Line Drave Rate - .273 
wOBA – 3.8 UZR  -  0.1 WAR  

Yeah but he smoked that 1/10th of a win. It’s likely that Stewart will go down as 
Epstoyer’s first gaffe. Not that Tyler Colvin was really worth keeping around, but at 
least he could stand up for seven consecutive minutes. Kind of. Of course, then he 
would get stabbed in the heart. But at least he was upright. Stewart most certainly 
is not. There probably is a decent player crawling somewhere inside Stewart. He 
does walk at a decent rate, he’s exceptional in the field, and there is some pop. Or 
maybe that pop only exists at Coors Field. Not that any of this matters. He actually 
has to get on the field first. If he does get healthy, it shouldn’t take too much to take 
his job back from “guy” Valbuena. But we’re not counting on it. 

Brent Lillibridge
2012 (3 Teams): 102 G – 209 PA – 3 HR – 10 RBI - 

.195/.250/.274/.524  – 13 SB – 11 BB – 71 K -- .286 BABIP  - 
23.0% Line Drave Rate - .235 wOBA – 0.9 UZR  -  -0.7 WAR  

Just pray you get out of April and May without Lillibridge making a couple diving 
catches in the outfield or plays at 3rd that might make the unwashed love him and 

declare him “scrappy.” Aside from a couple hot months in 2011 that no one who 
could count to five believed, this guy sucks. He just plain sucks. He’s one of the 
suckiest sucks to ever suck. What’s even better is that for someone who can’t really 
threaten any power, he strikes out all the fucking time. Like, 30%. Hopefully Junior 
Lake and Brett Jackson and anyone else eventually moves this guy back to the 
“discarded” bin.

Outfield
Alfonso Soriano
2012: 151 G – 615 PA – 32 HR – 108 RBI - .262/.322/.499/.821  

– 6 SB – 44 BB – 153 K -- .303 BABIP  - 20.4% Line Drave Rate - 
.350 wOBA – 11.9 UZR  -  3.6 WAR  

We know Soriano will never win over some sections of Cubs fans. It took us a 
while, too. And he may not have time, as you can easily see him being put in the 
“Sell” shelf by the brass. But the dude goes out there when he’s hurt. Yeah, he 
gets caught admiring home runs a couple times a year. He also digs for doubles on 
legs that long ago started to resemble cheese wheels. He worked at being better 
defensively, and he became so. Sure, he strikes out a lot. So what? They’re outs, 
and he hits for power to make up for it. Is he going to be a perfect player? No, and 
certainly not now that he’s old. But he’s highly effective and loved by his team-
mates. There’s no reason to think he can’t reproduce his 2012, no numbers jumped 
out in any obvious, that’s-not-sustainable way. And if he does, he probably won’t 
completely fuck over Epstoyer like a certain, unfunny, fucktard pitcher did last year. 
There are so many complaints with the Cubs, and Soriano shouldn’t be anywhere 
near the top of the list. 

David DeJesus
2012: 148 G – 582 PA – 9 HR – 50 

RBI - .263/.350/.403/.753  – 7 SB – 61 
BB – 89 K -- .301 BABIP  - 23.5% Line 
Drave Rate - .332 wOBA – -4.2 UZR  - 
1.3 WAR  

Kim DeJesus’s husband is hardly a star, but 
he’s more than a serviceable right-fielder. The 
problem is he’s going to start the year in center, 
where he’s a below average player. DeJesus 
doesn’t get the jump or have the speed to cover 
the gaps that a natural CF would, especially 
when you’re covering the asses of Schierholtz 
and Soriano. Those two will catch what they get 
to, but that’s not a lot. At the plate, we always 
have a place in our heart of someone who routinely takes professional at-bats. 
DeJesus does. There’s not a lot of pop which you’d like out of a corner outfielder, 
but that’s a problem for a team with true aspirations. If Jackson can get his act 
together, the two of them at the top of the lineup could give Rizzo and Soriano a lot 
runners to bring home. Or he could bring a piece in a deadline deal. Not much to 
complain about with DeJesus, he is what he is. It’s just better when it’s in right.

Nate Schierhotlz
2012: 114 G – 269 PA – 6 HR – 21 RBI - .257/.321/.407/.628  – 3 

SB – 23 BB – 46 K -- .292 BABIP  - 19.7% Line Drave Rate - .314 
wOBA – 1.0 UZR  - 0.4 WAR  

Whatever. 
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Scott Hairston
2012: 134 G – 398 PA – 20 HR – 57 RBI - .263/.299/.504/.803  

– 8 SB – 19 BB – 83 K -- .287 BABIP  - 21.0% Line Drave Rate - 
.342 wOBA – -1.9 UZR  - 1.6 WAR  

Hairston was brought in to keep Schierholtz, or possibly DeJesus, or maybe 
even Jackson when and if he gets here, from having to face left-handed pitchers. 
The idea is that Hairston crushes lefties. Well, he did last year. But that’s one year. 
Over his career, he’s got a .825 OPS against southpaws, which is decent to good 
but not glittering. That’s too bad, because the rest of Hairston’s game is going to 
offend you if you have any baseball principles. He doesn’t walk. He’s pretty awful in 
the field. All of his rep is based on a ridiculous slugging percentage last season that 
made up for an OBP that was lower than Tony Campana’s. It was probably a result 
of his line-drive rate jumping up seven points over his career rate. But don’t count 
on that continuing. Hopefully gets relegated to pinch-hitting against left-handed 
goofuses from the pen.

Dave Sappelt
2012: 26 G – 78 PA – 2 HR – 8 RBI - .275/.351/.449/.800  – 0 SB 

– 7 BB – 9 K -- .293 BABIP  - 13.3% Line Drave Rate - .308 wOBA 
– 5.0 UZR – 0.8WAR  

We really wouldn’t mind if Sappelt replaces Hairston as the 4th outfielder early 
in the year, or as the fifth later. But there isn’t much here. Hit in the minors, might 
actually walk. Or won’t. Whatever. If you’re watching a lot of Dave Sappelt, you 
probably have questions to answer about your life. So would the Cubs. 

Brett Jackson
2012: 44 G – 142 PA – 4 HR – 9 RBI - .175/.303/.342/.645  – 0 

SB – 22 BB – 59 K -- .298 BABIP  - 31.1% Line Drave Rate - .292 
wOBA – 0.9 UZR  - 0.1 WAR  

There’s something you should get used to around here. We’re unabashed Brett 
Jackson fans. We list him here even though he’ll start the season in Iowa, because 
we expect him to be up by June. Why do we support him after a major league 
debut that was set to Benny Hill music if not a funeral dirge? Because he’s still 
just about the only prospect in the system with a hope of being a productive major 
leaguer who knows how to take a pitch. Yeah, we know he whiffed at a mutant rate 
of pitches, and that’s worrying. Can the reworked swing be effective under actual 
pressure? No one knows. His pitches-per-at-bat was actually one of the highest 
in the league, and certainly highest on the team. Yeah, he’s got to make contact 
more than once a week. We know. But he will. And when he does, it generally is for 
extra bases. It really isn’t going to take that much for him to be a productive hitter 
at this level. It could be more. He’s also the only thing resembling a center fielder 
anywhere near Wrigley Field. We know we’re stretching with B-Jax. But we think he 
gets there. He won’t be Anthony Rizzo upon his return to the majors, but he’ll still be 
effective. Book it.

Late Additions
Hector Rondon
Rondon made the team as a Rule 5 pickup after striking out nine hitters in 10 

innings in Arizona. He’s never cracked the majors before, as he blew out an elbow 
in and had the ol’ Tommy John (isn’t that a Mark Lanegan song?) after the 2010 
season. He then got hurt during rehab for that, so he’s only thrown about 10 innings 
in the minors in the Cleveland system in the past two years. Before his injury, 
Ronodon was considered a pretty high prospect for The Erie Warriors. He’s got a 
plus-fastball that can touch the high-90s, and the word is his change is pretty good 

too. We like pitchers with change-ups. It’s a pitch that tneds to always be effective. 
He also doesn’t walk a lot of guys, or he didn’t a few years ago when he was still a 
prospect. Likely, he’s a fire-baller in the 6th or 7th to start. If everything goes as well 
as humanly possible, he could earn himself a set-up role. Myabe one day he returns 
to being a starter, but not in his first full season in three. 

Hisanori Takahashi
Well here’s your guy to fill out the pen, and not much else. Takahashi has actu-

ally struck out a hitter for every inning he’s pitched in the majors, or thereabouts. 
He throws a screwball. Seriously, when was the last Cub to feature a screwball? 
People still throw screwballs? We’ve never understood how it’s even possible. Does 
it work? Only kinda at best. But hey....screwball! 



Our Baseball Philosophy
We thought it might be a good idea to show you where we come frrom when it comes to Cubs baseball. So here are some of our 

guiding pricniples

The 7th Inning Stretch Singer should be 
scrapped yesterday. If there has to be a 

song, it should be “Louie Louie”

If you prefer to sit in the bleachers, you 
probably should stop reading this.  And 
if your defense contains the word “tits,” 

how many roofies do you have in your 
pocket?

Tony Campana sucked 
at baseball.

We are indifferent toward the 
White Sox and their fans. The St. 
Louis Cardinals and their fans 
are the reason this nation is in 

such trouble. 

We’re completely sick of 
Cubs managers starting all 

right-handed hitting lineups 
against left-handed pitchers. 

Lee Elia’s 1983 rant is pretty 
much the definitive moment 
in Cubs history. It is indeed 

a fuckin’ playground for the 
cocksuckers.

If Wrigleyville residents and roof-
top owners have a problem with 

the stadium renovation plans, 
they can fucking move. 

There has never been 
a curse. There has only 

been incompetence. 



Can’t Love What You Can’t See
But none of that is going to help you now, is it? You have to watch this fucking 

team, right? Well don’t worry, all is not lost. Some things could go right that could 
make this team watchable, if not exactly good. 

They’re minor, but watching Rizzo and Castro should be enough most days. The 
fact that Rizzo has already been penciled in as a franchise lynchpin -- if not future 
statue candidate -- belies the fact that we’re only talking about a player with 80 major 
league games in a Cub uniform. It’s not that we see any major hole with Rizzo that 
could be exploited and thus torpedo his major league career (and explode your whis-
key bill), but there is still things to be seen and waited on. 

Rizzo can occasionally get a little swing-happy. He can get busted inside with 
fastballs from right-handers, and chase breaking pitches from lefties. Rizzo is going to 
have to be more than a player who has to sit against southpaws, so you want to see 
that improve. Hey, everyone gets jammed by a fastball from time to time. Rizzo just 
needs to keep those streaks to a minimum.

As for Castro, it always feels like he hasn’t sold himself completely to a swath of 
Cub-dom. Then again, when you start your career with a home run and six RBI (yes, 
we use the singular for RBI, because we’re not heathens), you probably immediately 
set expectations at a stratospheric level. But the warts soon became evident. The 
concentration dips, the lack of plate discipline, the throws from short that turned into a 
Pollack-painting at times. 

Still, there’s too much talent here. And last year, Castro finally had a manager and 
coaching staff that cared and wasn’t sniffing glue. Remember, he came up at a time 
when Lou Piniella was reading the Racing Form during games. After that he had Mike 
Quade, a conspiracy that had to be cooked up by Second City or the Improv Olympic 
to mine jokes...or they would have been if those places actually produced anyone who 
was funny these days. 

But Dale Sveum and his staff, they’re in tune. They’re not perfect, but they’re in 
tune. Castro’s defense did improve, even if it’s hard to see. Yeah, the throws can still 
get...unruly, let’s say. But his range is enhanced, and that’s buoyed even more by 
Sveum’s aggressive positioning on defense. Castro really shouldn’t have to strain to 
get to as many balls if he’s placed right, which means he can get his feet set and the 
throws should be better. 

As far as at the plate, it hurts to say that he just might be a tweener. Is he ever 
going to get on base enough to hit in the top two spots? Will he hit for enough power 
to bat 5th? You have a hard time saying yes to those. Now you realize you might be 
getting excited by a 6-hitter, which is a lot like getting excited about new Radiohead 
albums. It’s just not that spectacular. 

But Castro’s power has climbed every year, and as he learns and picks his spot 
better, maybe he entrenches himself at #2 or #5. It’s at least worth watching, right?

On the mound, thanks to Matt Garza and Scott Baker being infected by gremlins 
or gargoyles or whatever has waylaid them this time, the only real story is can Jeff 
Samardzija (we got that spelling on the first try, promise) can back up his stellar first 
season as a starter. You worry about the location of his fastball, or if his splitter will be 
effective enough as an off-speed pitch, or if he can develop another off-speed pitch, or 
if that splitter eventually causes elbow problems. It’s hard to say one way or the other, 
we really only have one season of evidence, and that’s not enough. 

Aside from Shark, you can look for Edwin Jackson to be great some starts, and a 
drain on your day in others. He’s just that kind of erratic. Garza will be good whenever 
he gets back and before he’s shipped off to Detroit or Texas or Atlanta or wherever 
he’s going. Travis Wood....well, he’ll look like he’s making his own moonshine in the 
clubhouse. Carlos Villanueva and Scott Feldman? They’ll definitely wear uniforms.

Ok, now to the bad stuff. The bullpen could look like a jet engine detatching and 
falling into a residential neighborhood. Shawn Camp, Michael Bowden, James Russell 
have an excellent chance of regressing, because that’s kind of what middle relievers 
do. Carlos Marmol can always lose his tenous grip on direction at any moment. No 
one has any idea what Kyuji Fujikawa will do, other than it’ll be extreme fun to mispell 

and mispronounce his name (Jyuki Fukijawa! Kyufi Jukijawa! Yuki Kajifuwa!). You get 
the idea. 

The bottom half of the lineup? Oh boy. Nate Schierhotlz will remind you of....some 
guy who never made an impression on you. Scott Hairston couldn’t get on base as 
often as Tony Campana. Darwin Barney is one of the best defensive infielders in any 
position, but his offense is just north of a sucking sound. Castillo might strike out too 
much to make his power count. Dioner Navarro will give you a brain bubble running 
the bases. That is, the four times he actually gets on base. Don’t ever look at who’s 
playing 3rd base. It’s worse for you than real butter, and without any of the delicious-
ness. And those are major problems. 

But hey, we’re in this together, right?

And It’s Drivin’ Me Nuts
The journey, wherever it goes, starts in Pittsburgh and continues down to the Dirty 

South in Turner-land. This will be the 184th consecutive year the Pirates search for 
one more win than losses they have. Or at least that’s what it feels like. Will they get 
there? It doesn’t look good.

Everything revolves around Andrew McCutchen, simply one of the best players 
around. However, he’s probably coming down from his 2012 numbers. We go in-depth 
as to why inside, but the cliff-notes version is he had a pretty big slice of luck last year 
that probably can’t continue. And if his numbers aren’t other-worldy, there isn’t a great 
support system. Pedro Alvarez busted out in his first full season as a starter for 30 
home runs in 2012, but still didn’t quite get to an OPS over .800. He has to hit for that 
much power to counteract how little he gets on base. Neil Walker is a nifty second 
basemen, but he’s not a star. Sterling Marte is worth a watch in left, and has to be 
better than whatever mish-mash of humanity they tossed out there last year. But he 
only played in 47 games last year, and there will probably be some bumps in his first 
full year in The Show. 

But the pitching staff is the real worry. A.J. Burnett was very good returning to 
the NL last year, but he’s still 36. And A.J. Burnett. Behind him, they’ve collected left-
handed whatsits in Jonathan Sanchez, Francisco Liriano, and Wandy Rodriguez (who 
will still dominate the Cubs, and you’ll be stumped as to how). Jason Grilli is closing, 
and he’s 37. And Jason Grilli. Pirates fans probably can’t wait for ace prospect Gerritt 
Cole to arrive, which he should do in the middle of the season. 

As for the Braves, things look much brighter for them. If they weren’t unlucky 
enough to be in the same division as the powerhouse Nationals, they’d be a lock 
for a division crown. This lineup is as solid as you’ll find. Jason Heyward, Freddie 
Freeman, and the Upton brothers anchor the lineup that will make a lot of loud noises 
this summer -- and make a lot of whiffing noises too. Justin Upton had something of a 
power outage last season, but this is still a guy who dry-humped a .900 OPS twice in 
Arizona. B.J. Upton can be a penis at times, and his pop doesn’t cancel out the rest 
of his deficiencies at the plate. But he plays a good centerfield, and you always bet on 
players going to the NL from the AL East. 

Dan Uggla couldn’t pick up a shot put defensively, nor could he get to it even after 
it stopped rolling, but Andrelton Simmons is a thing at shortstop with the glove. Free-
man looks like he could bust out this year, and Jason Heyward....well, he makes us 
weak in the knees. 

On the mound, there are a few concerns. Blackout set-up man Jonny Venters is 
having elbow problems, but that can be gotten around through O’Flaherty and Jordan 
Walden. Craig Kimbrel can be Darth Vader at times. The starting staff is solid if not 
stud-filled. Tim Hudson is getting up there in age, but he doesn’t walk a lot of people 
and still gets a fuck-ton of groundballs. Kris Medlen and Mike Minor are the strikeout 
specialists. 

Whatever holes there are, the fact that they get to beat up on the Mets, Marlins, 
and what could be a burning zeppelin of a Phillies squad all year should keep them 
comfortably in a wild-card spot at worst. Maybe this time, they won’t get fucked by an 
infield fly call.

IT’S A DARK RIDE 
Continued from page 1



PITCHING MATCHUPS
Cubs vs. Pirates

VS

VS

VS

VS

 Jeff
SAMARDZIJA

# 29
0-0 

0.00 ERA 

Well after last year’s opener barely had a run, this one might 
actually go scoreless. This one features two pitchers that fusc-
tigated the opponent last year. Shark had two starts against the 

Pirates last year, and threw a combined 17 innings where he 
gave up 5 hits and two walks while striking out 14. Sounds pretty 
good, right? Well, Burnett had three starts against the Cubs, and 
went 2-1. In those two wins, the Cubs might have well gone up 

there without a bat, because that’s how far away they were from 
getting anything going against the tattooed one. In 19.1 innings 
against the Cubs in 2012, Burnett K-ed 18 and gave up 15 hits. 

He also took a no-hitter against them into the 8th. It’s hard to 
believe Burnett is 36. He saw his WHIP drop significantly in his 

return to the NL, but you can expect it to go up a little. 

Jeff Samardzija v. A.J. Burnett

A.J.
BURNETT

#34
0-0

0.00 ERA

 Edwin
JACKSON

# 36
0-0 

0.00 ERA 

This is just a guess now, because the Pirates haven’t actually 
announced who is going to follow Burnett on Wednesday and 
Thursday. But we’d like to get the yearly whitewashing from 

Rodriguez out of the way as soon as possible. Rodriguez got 
three cracks at the Cubs last year, and they scored three runs 
in two of them off him, which for them is something akin to an 
avalanche. There’s no reason this guy torches the Cubs. Or at 

least it feels that way, even though he apparently has only a 7-7 
record against them with an ERA hovering near 4.00. But we 
do remember the seemingly endless 8-inning shoutout efforts 

that he tossed against the Cubs in Houston, with his fastball that 
couldn’t break wind and his breaking ball that evaded the all 

right-handed lineup that was instituted specifically to avoid that 
fate. Woof. 

Edwin Jackson v. Wandy Rodriguez

Wandy
RODRIGUEZ

#51
0-0

0.00 ERA

Travis
WOOD
# 30
0-0 

0.00 ERA 

McDonald cock-teased the Dodgers, the team that drafted him, 
with a pretty absurd K/9 in the minors. It was north of 11 at every 

stop. The problem was that while he threw a lot of strikes, he 
threw a lot of balls too.  McDonald has never been able to get 
his BB/9 below 3.75. Then again, with the free swingers the 

Cubs have -- i.e. anyone not named DeJesus or Rizzo, it might 
not matter. Travis Wood was actually pretty good against the Pi-
rates last year, with a 3.33 ERA in three starts against them and 
only surrendering eight hits in 16.2 innings. Though right-handed 
McCutchen and Marte....well, we’ll be a little cautious, let’s say. 

Travis Wood v. James McDonald

James
McDONALD

#53
0-0

0.00 ERA



There might not be anyone who is a bigger badass than Andrew Mc-
Cutchen in the National League Central. Oh sure, Brewers fans might 
argue their left-fielder Needles McGee is, but McCutchen doesn’t come 
with any of the controversy and plays far better defense in a much more 
premium defensive position. Throw in the fact that PNC Park’s cen-
terfield required a drone or two to patrol it properly, and Cutch’s value 
goes up even more. There certainly wasn’t last year. Any way you slice 
it, Cutch’s 2012 season was as good as any seen outside of Mike Trout 
and Miguel Cabrera. McCutchen finished 3rd in offensive WAR behind 
those two and fifth in total WAR (his was 6.8) with Buster Posey and 
Robinson Cano also ahead of him. And he did it with the Pirates, so you 
know that he didn’t get much help.

The big question for Pirates fans is can he repeat it this year as they 
chase what to them is a mythical .500 record.

Uh, no. He can’t.
Some of McCutchen’s numbers were buoyed by things that simply 

can’t be repeated. The obvious one that jumps out at you is his .375 
BABIP (batting average of balls put in play). That’s 50 points over any 
mark in that category he’d had in the majors and it’s simply not sustain-
able. To give you some idea of what it could mean, if McCutchen had 

the same amount of at-bats and about the same number of K’s as he 
did last year, a drop of his BABIP to a perfectly normal .310 would mean 
about 30 less hits or so. 

McCutchen is not going to see his walks rise that much, as his walk-
rate actually dropped from 2011 to 2012. He’s also not going to slug 
over .550 again.

However, to mitigate some of this is that McCutchen’s line-drive rate 
has climbed steadily through each year of his career, so while his hits 
might drop he should be hitting a few more balls harder, making those 
hits count more. What can’t be denied is that McCutchen is a true joy 
to watch, on the bases, at the plate, and in the field. He also seems to 
truly enjoy being the centerpiece of the Pirates, and when was the last 
time that happened? The questions of when he’ll be dumped will always 
follow any Pirates star, but he’s signed through 2018, and he only gets 
$4.5 million this year. That has to be one of the biggest bargains in the 
league. Oh, and he crushes the Cubs, to the tune of a .332 career aver-
age – most against any NL team.

Andrew McCutcheon

PIRATES SPOTLIGHT



PITCHING MATCHUPS
Cubs vs. Braves

Scott
FELDMAN

# 46
0-0 

0.00 ERA 

Minor had a pretty effective season last year for a backend rota-
tion guy. But most of it can be attributed to a 70-point drop in his 

BABIP from 2011. It was at .252, and if that rebounds to any-
where near .300 then his WHIP is going to bounce back toward 

the 1.4 it was in 2011 than the miniscule 1.1 it was last year. 
Minor doesn’t throw an inordinate amount of ground balls either, 
so the more hits that fall in will be flyballs and line drives, which 
will mean more hits. But then again, with the Cubs insisting on 
tossing out as many right-handed hitters as they can and Minor 
sporting a pretty decent change, don’t be shocked if you see all 
the Cubs whiffing on pitches that die on the outside corner. Feld-
man’s spring was....well, it’s best not to dwell on it. There will be 

plenty of time for dwelling this year. 

Scott Feldman v. Mike Minor

Mike
MINOR

#36
0-0

0.00 ERA

Carlos

VILLANUEVA

# 57
0-0 

0.00 ERA 

Teheran gets his first crack at a full-time major league rotation 
spot, after two decent seasons at Triple-A. He doesn’t strike a lot 
of people out, but he keeps the ball on the ground and doesn’t 
walk too many either. Other than that, we can’t help you all that 
much. He’s got some pop on his fastball and his change-up is 
supposedly pretty stellar. Villanueva’s career numbers against 
the Braves aren’t all that impressive, as he’s got an ERA over 

7.00 against them. 

Carlos Villanueva v. Julio Teheran

Julio
TEHERAN

#49
0-0

0.00 ERA

Jeff
SAMARDZIJA

# 29
0-0 

0.00 ERA 

Timmy-Hud saw his K/9 drop by a full K last year. That either 
could be  just a one-year thing, or it could be because he’s in his 
upper 30s. His ground ball-to-fly ball rate has also been sinking 
for the past three years, which leads you to believe that age is 

causing the slight downturn in other numbers. And guess what? 
His velocity has been dropping for the past three years as well. 

That’ll happen when you have Tommy John in your mid-30s. 
Hudson is still a very effective pitcher, because even with that 

dropping ground ball rate, he gets twice as many of them as he 
does fly balls. He only had one start against the Cubs last year, 
giving up one run and five hits over seven innings. That was his 
only start against the Cubs in the past three years. Shark was a 
nightmare for the Braves last year, going 14 innings and giving 

up only nine hits and two earned runs. 

Jeff Samardzija v. Tim Hudson

Tim
HUDSON

#15
0-0

0.00 ERA



A lot of Braves fans will tell you that the loss of Chipper 
Jones will be mitigated by the coming out party for Freddy 
Freeman (and judging by recent pictures of Chipper, the 
most relieved to see him gone will be the postgame spread). 
That looks like a good bet. Jayson Heyward got all the pub 
in the Braves system when he was coming through and 
that has proved to be worth it. But Freeman was only a year 
behind him, rocking some gaudy minor league numbers (just 
about a .900 OPS his lone year in Triple A). Freeman has 
been all right in his first two years, showing moderate pop 
as he’s collected 44 HR in his first two years, and slugging 
about .452.

But there are signs that he could get it this year. His walks 
went up from year one to year two and his strikeouts went 
down – though he is always going to strike out 100+ times; a 

contagious disease in the Braves clubhouse as the addition 
of both Uptons means they could have five guys K over 100 
times. More to the point, Freeman dropped the percentage 
of pitches outside the zone he was swinging at and raised 
the percentage of pitches in the zone at which he offered. 
If he can continue that, it could mean big things as he’s got 
a pretty silly line-drive percentage of 26%. When Freeman 
does make contact, it’s usually pretty thunderous.

It’ll need to be. While the additions of Upton Squared will 
help, Chipper’s departure and Brian McCann’s inability to 
stay healthy – as well as starting to feel the effects of catch-
ing being bad for you – the Braves need Freeman’s pres-
ence in the middle of the lineup. Combined with Heyward 
though, and there should be plenty of twine and hide flying 
around the Ted this season.

BRAVES SPOTLIGHT

Steamin’ Freddie Freeman



It seems like a pretty safe bet that McCutchen will take something of a step back in 2013, but I don’t think that it’ll be a huge one. I really don’t think 
he’s a .323 hitter like we saw last year (his .375 BABIP is unsustainable), but all signs point to his power surge being real and even if he only hits in the 
.290-.300 range he’s going to be a very good hitter, especially for a center fielder. The projection systems all have him pegged right around .290/.375/.500 
with 25 or so home runs. That’s not quite where he was last year, but it’ll have him in the upper tier of National League outfielders and if the Pirates find 
themselves in contention, it’ll make him an MVP candidate again.

Everything with the Pirates starts with Andrew McCutchen. Can he repeat his unconscious 2012 sea-
son?

Pirates Q and A

He’s always going to strike out a lot, but I think there’s a pretty big difference between a guy that strikes out in ~30% of his plate appearances (the way 
Alvarez did last year) and a guy that strikes out in ~25% of his plate appearances (the way Alvarez did in the minors). After his terrible start last year, Alva-
rez was fairly consistent in the later part of the season, but the strikeouts were still awfully high, and so the honest truth is that I’m not really sure how much 
he’s going to cut down on his K’s this year. He’s still a young guy and there’s reason to hope for some improvement, but it probably won’t be dramatic. If 
Alvarez can get his strikeouts down even in the 27-28% region and get his walks up over 10%, he’s going to be a much better hitter. Now, as to whether 
or not it’ll happen ... I haven’t really been able to figure out Alvarez to this point in his career, and so really all I can say is that last year has me back on the 
mildly optimistic side.

Pedro Alvarez busted out last year with 30HR but dear does he K a lot. Is that going to even out some 
this season or is that just what he’s going to be?

Pat from WhereHaveYouGoneAndyVanSlyke.com was kind enough to join us for our inaugural Q&A.

Presumably he won’t be up before June. He’s only got two Triple-A starts to his name and he has some polishing left to do, both on his changeup and 
his command. When he does make it to Pittsburgh, you can expect to see a classic fastball/slider power pitcher. His fastball can sit in the upper 90s and 
touch triple digits, and his slider is reportedly knee-buckling. His changeup is a work in progress, depending on what you read about it, but really I think that 
part of the reason it needs work is that he didn’t have much reason to throw it in the low minors. He does seem to have a tendency to get excited in big 
starts, which results in elevated fastballs and crushed home runs. I suspect that’ll happen a couple times once he comes up and we’ll probably see a few 
rough starts with some absolute gems peppered in. Honestly, I’m excited to see Cole come to PNC, but I’m guessing that there’s going to be an adjustment 
period for him and probably won’t set my expectations too high for him until next year.

There’s a pretty tasty looking pitching prospect Gerrit Cole germinating at Triple A for the Bucs. Is he 
going to make his way to PNC this season and what can we expect when and if he does?

That’s not fair to Wandy! Liriano’s one of the most frustrating pitchers in recent memory and Jonathan Sanchez somehow managed to be the worst 
pitcher on both the Royals and the Rockies last year, but Rodriguez is still a solid starter and there’s not really any reason to think that’ll stop in the near fu-
ture. Sanchez is really a stop-gap until Liriano, Jeff Karstens, and Charlie Morton get healthy or until Cole is ready to pitch. Liriano is really a bit of a lottery 
ticket, but he throws hard and when he’s at his best he induces a lot of groundballs, which seems like the sort of pitcher that the Pirates’ staff can work with. 
Certainly the talent is there, even if no one’s had a ton of luck unlocking it in recent years. 

Wandy Rodriguez, Francisco Liriano, Jonathan Sanchez...is that enough underwhelming lefties?

I wish I could say yes, but I think that the team’s depth problems and huge question marks with the pitching staff means that we’re probably looking at 
2014 at the earliest for a winning record.

Finally, you knew it was coming. Is this finally the year the Pirates win more than they lose?



Braves Q and A

We all know it’s kinda bullshit that Justin wasn’t “gritty” enough for Kirk Gibson’s D’backs the same way it’s kinda bullshit that Brian Robertson wasn’t 
“gritty” enough for Motörhead, but I’m genuinely stoked that the Brothers Upton landed on the same team. They are good at baseball and should be fun to 
watch.

What are your expectations for the Upton Brothers this year?

So we tried two different Braves bloggers, and they blew us off. Perhaps the baseball blogosphere isn’t as welcoming as 
we hoped. So we sent resident loon and columnist Dan Morris to research the Braves and find out what he discovered.

I guess so, but it’s unlikely (thank you, thank you, I just analyzed All Baseball, we can all go to the beach now). Anyway, Kris Medlen is a fine pitcher and 
I have no reason to doubt that, but let’s be real: he only started 12 games last season, and five his nine wins in those 12 starts were against the Mets and 
Marlins.

Is there anyway Kris Medlen can repeat his god-like 2012 or anything close to it?

Gross.

Is this the year that Freddie Freeman busts out?

Four on a scale of one to ten with seven being the highest.

How concerned are you about Jonny Venters’s elbow?

Eh, they’ll run away with the first wild card again and will lose to an 80-something-win Cards team again because nothing ever changes and God hates 
me and He hates you. The Barves is dead; Long live the Barves.

This team looks like it should be poised not only for a playoff berth, but beyond. Assuming you can 
avoid the infield-fly calls, how far can this team go?



1. Javier Baez - Javier Baez, 20, SS: After coming off an outstanding season 
in Class A Peoria (.333/.383/.596 with 12 HRs in 238 PAs), Baez has wowed Cubs 
fans with his performance this spring, where he has hit 7 HRs (4 official). His bat 
speed is top of the scale and he has a chance to have plus-plus power while also 
hitting for average. What Baez has to work on is pitch selection and there have 
been signs of progress of late. For his part, Baez acknowledges this is the main part 
of the game he needs to work on. Defensively he’s a legit SS but the presence of 
Starlin Castro means he will likely move to either 2B or 3B. While much is made of 
Baez’s talent, the Cubs have been equally impressed by his instincts for the game.

2. Jorge Soler - Jorge Soler, 21, OF: Soler has also impressed this spring, 
particularly with his approach, defense, strong arm, and power potential. He has an 
athletic 6’4”, 215 lbs. build and generates power with explosive hand speed. At the 
plate he is willing to work counts but doesn’t walk that much yet, partly because ad-
vanced pitchers won’t give in on 2-0 and 3-0 and have gotten him to chase breaking 
pitches. What Soler needs is experience and learning how advanced pitchers will 
approach him. Once he does, he has all the ability needed to be a 
prototypical power-hitting right-fielder.

3. Alberto Almora - Almora is another athletic, instinctual 
player. He is a smooth, effortless defensive CF’er with a strong, ac-
curate arm. According to Baseball America, he is the best defender 
among their top 100 prospects. His 75 rating on the scouting 
scale was their highest at any position. At the plate, Almora has a 
fundamentally sound swing. Though he has a high leg pick, he’s 
extremely coordinated and is able to repeat his hitting mechanics 
consistently. He should be a plus hitter with average to above aver-
age power. Like Baez, he needs to work on grinding out ABs and 
getting himself in good hitting counts. Almora broke his hamate 
bone this spring but should be 100% by May.

4. Arodys Vizcaino - Vizcaino has quietly been rehabbing in Arizona and will 
continue to do so after the season starts. When healthy, Vizcaino sits at 92-94 mph 
with his fastball with the ability to reach 97 mph. He’s athletic with a clean delivery, 
which allows him to have the potential for plus command. His best offering may be a 
hammer curve which he throws for strikes. His change-up should be a solid offering 
as well. The obvious question is health and whether he has the long term durability 
to be a front-lilne starter. If he doesnt, he should make top closer.

5. Brett Jackson - Jackson is the Cubs most advanced position player, having 
reached AAA and having success at the upper levels. However, he stumbled last 
year at Iowa and in his MLB debut. The problem was making consistent contact. 
Jackson struck out in 41% of his ABs with the Cubs and the team decided to make 
some alterations to his swing. While it’s still to early to tell, there has been some 
improvement this spring, as he has cut that rate in half so far (20.8% rate). It’s the 
biggest hurdle between Jackson and a productive MLB career. He rates as average 
to above average across the board in terms of defense, arm, speed, and power. He 
also has a disciplined approach, a strong work ethic, and plus-plus mental makeup.

6. Pierce Johnson - Johnson is the most advanced of all the Cubs pitchers who 
made their professional debut last year. His velocity is consistent (92-94 mph, peaks 
at 96) and he has the most complete repertoire. Aside from the fastball, he features 
a power curve ball and a change that has the potential to be a good third pitch. He’s 
not a guy who relies on pinpoint command, so I don’t see a #1 starter, but he could 
end up being a very good #3 or an average #2. Johnson has an injury history,though 
nothing major, but that’s something to keep an eye on as well.

7. Juan Carlos Paniagua - We haven’t seen much of Paniagua yet but I was 
impressed by the little I did see. Paniagua generates easy mid 90s velocity out of a 
fluid delivery. The ball explodes out of his hand. He’s an athletic pitcher and shows 
the potential for plus command. He has the makings of two more above average to 
plus pitches in his slider and change-up. Paniagua isn’t the biggest pitcher at 6’1, 
175 lbs., so he’ll have to prove he can be durable enough to be a starter. Paniagua 
may start in extended spring training but will move up to either Kane County or 
Daytona as soon as the Cubs get a more complete evaluation.

8. Dan Vogelbach - Vogelbach has tremendous power, some would rate it as an 
80 on the scouting scale and at least above average as a hitter. With the exception 
of Javier Baez, he’s the only person on the top 10 part of this list who has put up 
numbers that match his ability. In 283 PAs last year between AZ and Boise, Vogel-
bach hit .322/.410/.641 with 17 HRs. So why isn’t he higher on this list? The first 
reason is that he is a 1B only prospect who has only done it at the lowest levels of 
the system. The second is that his skills at 1B are questioned right now. There is not 

a lot of position value here. Here’s what I know about Vogelbach, 
though: He is a fierce competitor and he’ll keeping working on his 
defense. Vogelbach is fun to watch. He’s loved by his teammates 
and he keeps them loose with his humor and enthusiasm. Once he 
steps out on the field, however, it’s a complete transformation. He’s 
all business.

9. Jeimer Candelario - The Cubs challenged Candelario last 
year by skipping the rookie league and promoting him to Boise. 
Considering the leap in talent of the league, not to mention it 
was worlds away culturally, Candelario adapted well. He didn’t 
overwhelm at the plate (.281/.345/.396) but showed flashes of his 
potential to hit for average and power with good plate discipline. 
Defensively he has soft hands and a strong arm, but he may not 
be done growing and some are concerned he won’t retain enough 

quickness to play the position. He’s one of the best pure hitters in the system and 
the Cubs will team him up with some other good hitters at Kane County this year in 
Almora, Vogelbach, and Amaya.

10. Christian Villanueva - Villanueva is the best defensive infielder in the sys-
tem. He is already as good or better than MLB’ers Luis Valbuena and Ian Stewart 
as a 3B. This spring he showed some increased power, slugging .467 (.300 ISO) 
and hitting 3 HRs. Villanueva isn’t a big player but he has noticeably filled out his 
previously thin 5’11”, 160 lbs. frame. Despite is uneven numbers this spring, scouts 
expect him to be around a .275-.285 hitter wit 12-15 HRs. Those kind of numbers, 
combined with his plus to plus-plus defense, would make him a legit, above average 
starter at 3B. Villanueva also stands out for his mental makeup and on a team that 
values that highly and has several players in the system with great makeup, that 
says a lot.

John Arguello is the editor-in-chief and head writer of Cubs Den on the Chica-
goNow.com network. He will be our minor league correspondent all season, and we 
couldn’t be happier to have him. Follow him on Twitter @CubsDen

Out In The Sticks

Top 10 Prospects

John Arguello



The Ombudsman

“All I need is the air in my lungs and a few clean sheets of paper…”

Those are the words from Jack Dawson, the fictional character from the 
god-awful movie Titanic. I always liked them, even if I didn’t care much for the 
movie.  Brand new beginnings where anything is possible. It’s a neat and inspir-
ing image. 

Today marks the beginning of both the Cubs and this here thing- The Ivy 
Drip. The Cubs are in rebuilding mode. The Drip is simply building. Both the 
Cubs and Drip are in the hands of people who have succeeded in previous 
jobs. And both get to work under no expectations from their fanbase. But that 
doesn’t mean we shouldn’t see some great things.

 A lot has been written about the Cubs and how this season should mirror 
that of last year’s horror show that saw them eclipse 100 losses. I suppose that 
could happen. There are a lot of people that WANT that to happen. But I think 
everyone wants to see improvement. And that includes those at Theo-Jed-Pi-
Epsilon. Rizzo and Castro should take the next step. The pitching is improved. 
And there isn’t any “feeling out process” from Dale Svuem and 
company. They can hit the gas from the get go and just man-
age. Not have to observe and get to know anybody. 

 A lot of attention will be paid to the minor leagues where the 
Javier Baez’s, Dan Voglebach’s, Jorge Soler’s are trying to be 
on that magical Cub lineup that does the impossible and wins 
the World Series. And with the Cubs moving one of their class 
A affiliates from Peoria to Kane County, there will be even more 
distraction away from the Northside Nine.

But don’t think this season isn’t important. How the batters 
improve their walk rate, how the pitchers improve their strike 
rate, how players buy in, they’re all important. How Castro and 
Rizzo improve are obviously 1 and 1A on the dock, but how 
(perhaps that should be if) Samardzija becomes a front of the rotation starter, 
what becomes of Travis Wood? What becomes of Matt Garza? Trade bait? 
Qualify him for another year to raise trade value? Sign long-term at his lowest 
value and see how he influences young pitchers as an anchor? All are possibili-
ties.

Few pages of blank paper just waiting to be filled.
I remember when the Blackhawks went from 2006 bottom dwellers to 2010. 

Every year you saw the improvement. Every year you saw the path. First it was 
Kane and Toews. Then Keith turned into a stud defenseman. Seabrook soon 
followed.  Brian Campbell was added. Byfuglien became a forward. Bochenski 
became Versteeg, Ellison became Sharp and when Havlat soon became Hossa 
you knew, you just knew that this was going to be the year.

That year is going to be coming for the Cubs. But when? 2015? 2016? Next 
year?  This year goes a long way to determining what year that’s going to be. 
That’s worth watching. 

Blank pages waiting to be filled.
And they will be covered here. In this new venture of my brother’s. Whether 

this turns out to be a hobby between hockey seasons or whether this blows 
up to be as big as the Indian is irrelevant right now. The point is that another 
great avenue to read and talk about the Cubs exists.  And it couldn’t be more 
welcomed.

Cub fans are probably the most eclectic group of fans going. There’s casual 
fans, die-hard fans, analytical fans, obnoxious fans, cliché fans. And there isn’t 
a website, blog, newspaper or magazine that speaks to all of them. Mainstream 
press has lost its way and is two steps behind in talking to today’s fan. And 
blogs god bless them, get settled into niche’s all too wuickly.

I know this. I write for a Cubs Blog. Cubs Den. It’s a darn good blog if you 
ask me. You didn’t ask me but I’m saying it all the same. There are other good 
blogs. Obstructed View is quite good. Desipio is great if you need a laugh. But 
they all speak to a narrow audience.  And we bloggers don’t have a lot of com-
munity activities together.  We don’t hang out that much and while we communi-
cate through twitter, I wouldn’t say we’re a community. 

But we’re all going to be writing articles here. Which hopefully means we’ll 
all be reading each other’s articles too. And developing more respect for each 
other. Maybe even to the point where we are doing community activities, like 
closing up Sheffield’s and watching a Cubs Nats game. There are possibilities.

Blank pages, waiting to be filled.
It’s not easy being a Cub fan these days. Cubby hate has never been more 

popular. And given the number of meatball people in power on radio stations, 
on televisions, and in the papers; spewing their ridiculous bullshit about 108 
years and getting offended at every nook and cranny of Cub Culture and putting 
words in Cub fans mouths and minds.  Talk Radio is stuck in 1993, Comcast 

isn’t much better. I know as a Cub fan I’ve never called Reed 
Johnson “Reed Mantle.” I’m not some Wrigleyville alcoholic 
who has no clue a game is going on while drinking Budweiser 
and leering at girls boobs. Yet to hear today’s “sports experts” 
that’s exactly what I am, that’s exactly what I think, and that’s 
what I say.

The smart and the sane have gone underground. Alterna-
tive is the ternative. 

My brother agonized over doing the Ivy Drip. It seems like 
such a no brainer right? The Committed Indian rocks, Sam 
loves the Cubs as much as he loves the Hawks. If Sam does 
what he does for the Cubs what he does for the Hawks, the 
sky is the limit, right? But it’s not that easy. There are twice as 

many games; it’s twice as long a season. There’s tons more statistics to cover 
and even more ways to interpret them. Hockey has more of an “us against 
them” mentality where baseball blogs are much more competitive. Will out of 
town blogs be as willing to converse? Will enough Cub fans spread the good 
word like Hawk fans did?  Plus, and this I’m sure was the biggest hurdle, is with 
as much effort as he puts in to the Indian, will he have time to do a real Cubs 
‘zine worth reading and not some half as lark to pass the time. 

Naturally he decided he is up for the challenge. He always does. As 
Ombudsman of this fine zine, and as a proud big brother, I see this as a great 
thing, and I hope Cub fans embrace the humor, the insight, and the passion, by 
spreading the word, by contributing and by enjoying being a Cub fan again. 

April 1st. 162 games to go. I think the Cubs will win 75 of them. They could 
win less. Sun might shoot out of the right ass or two and they could win more. 
But there will be several stories told this summer. Some stories will be important 
that have bearing on the future. Some idiotic that will sum up our past. All of 
them will be covered here in the Ivy Drip.

Several pages of blank paper waiting to be filled. Can’t wait.

Adam Fels writes for Cubs Den on the ChicagoNow.com network. You can 
follow him on Twitter @felzzy27.
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Adam Fels
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Get The Committed 
Indian via Email!

Just go to TheCommittedIndian.com
$2/issue, and now just #20 for the whole season 

and playoffs!!

The Committed Indian
Celebrating Five Years Of....Something.



At home 0-0 Rizzo homers 0-0 Playing on a Saturday 0-0

On road 0-0 Castro homers 0-0 Playing on a Sunday 0-0

Samardizja starts 0-0 DeJesus homers 0-0 Fuckwad sings the stretch 0-0

Jackson starts 0-0 SHAKE HANDS WITH BEEF! 0-0 Wind blows in 0-0

Garza starts 0-0 Soriano homers 0-0 Wind blows out 0-0

Fedman starts 0-0 Soriano thinks he homers but doesn’t 0-0 Wind blows cross-field 0-0

Wood starts 0-0 Schierholtz....oh who cares? 0-0 On CSN 0-0

Villanueva starts 0-0 Samardzija homers 0-0 On WGN 0-0

Some jamoke starts 0-0 Drawing no walks 0-0 On WCIU 0-0

Starter goes 7+ 0-0 Drawing 1-3 walks 0-0 On Fox 0-0

Starter goes 5-7 innings 0-0 Drawing four or more walks 0-0 On ESPN 0-0

Starter goes less than 5 innings 0-0 Committing no errors 0-0 Ronnie Woo should be put down 0-0

Use two or less relievers 0-0 Committing one error 0-0 Len Kasper mentions cool band 0-0

Use three relievers 0-0 Committing two errors or more 0-0 Len Kasper mentions terrible band 0-0

Use four or more relievers 0-0 Castro threatens child’s life with throw 0-0 Moreland mispronounces “Starlin” 0-0

Getting seven hits or more 0-0 Garza critically injures child with throw 0-0 In April 0-0

Getting less than seven hits 0-0 Playing during the day 0-0 In May 0-0

Hitting no home runs 0-0 Playing at night 0-0 In June 0-0

Hitting one home run 0-0 Playing on a Monday 0-0 In July 0-0

Hitting two home runs 0-0 Playing on a Tuesday 0-0 In August 0-0

Hitting three homers or more 0-0 Playing on a Wednesday 0-0 In September 0-0

Hitting one triple or more 0-0 Playing on a Thursday 0-0 Wearing 3rd jerseys 0-0

Stealing one base or more 0-0 Playing on a Friday 0-0 Fan passes out in bleachers 0-0

The Cubs’ Record When...

Every Monday starting today!  Sign up at 
TheCommittedIndian.com or TheIvyDrip.wordpress.

com!  Just $30 for the whole  baseball season!


